
Banking Solutions: PIN Selection
Card Issuance and PIN Management Host-based or card-based offsets

QwickCards.com card issuance solution can increase card sales and revenue while decreasing costs and lead times. Cardholders no longer
need to wait to get their cards in the mail or try to remember a computer generated PIN. Consumer selected PINs are easier to remember and
therefore used more often, increasing card usage and brand loyalty.

CARD-BASED OFFSETS
Offset is encoded on card in 
encoding device, e.g I380. 
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Encrypted PIN Data

All Card/PAN and PIN data is 
instantly encrypted.

PAN can be entered at new account 
desk or pulled cirectly from host via 
a custom interface.

PIN is entered into DynaPro key pad 
twice for con�rmation.

SSL SECURE CONNECTION
Data is protected at teller line, 
New Accounts Desk, and 
external communications via 
encryption & session IDs

 

MAGENSA RETURN 
Decrypted PAN and PIN block

I380 Encoder
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6b.
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NEW ACCOUNTS DESK
PIN selection for card 
combined with PAN

Encrypted PIN Data

Encrypted Card/PAN Data 

Decrypted PAN

PIN Block/Offset

Topology Key

MAGENSA 
Magensa decrypts the card and 
PAN data

3.

PIN SELECTION

MANUAL ENTRY [NO INTERFACE]
PAN is entered into QwickCards

1b.

OFFSET
Goes to New Accounts Desk

5.

1a.

6a.

HOST-BASED OFFSETS
Offset sent to host through 
custom interface (optional).

6a.

1a.

6a.
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BANK HOST
Custom interfaces can be developed 
with QwickCards.com.

QUERY CARD/PAN DATA
PAN is pulled into QwickCards 
through a custom Interface 
(optional)

1a.

DynaPro comes standard as a PIN entry device with a secure card reader authenticator (SCRA), EMV 
contact/contactless, encrypting PIN pad, color display, programmable function buttons, and a USB 2.0 
interface. Optional features include: NFC contactless card reader, signature capture, privacy shield, and 
Ethernet interface.

 562-546-6400  I  www.magtek.com  I  562-546-6500  I  www.magensa.net

HOST
QwickCards.com host 
generates offset



QwickCards.com works for instant rePINing by delivering the necessary components you need today, and remains versatile enough to work
with new programs in the future. Whether the PIN offsets are host-based or card-based, your consumers will be able to select a personally
created (and easier to remember) PIN, with or without having to know the previous PIN, giving them a card and PIN that they can use immediately.

POWERED BY MAGENSA

Banking Solutions: rePIN Selection
Card Issuance and PIN Management Host-based or card-based offsets

COUNTERFEIT ALERT
Examine the card 

carefully, it is likely a 
counterfeit. If you suspect 

fraud follow your 
institutions’ fraud 

procedures.

AUTHENTIC: card score is sent 
and teller can proceed with 
transaction and cross-selling 
opportunities. 

SCORE ALERT: card alert is sent 
New Account Desk may proceed 
or deny transaction. This allows 
descretion at Account Desk.

MagTek, Inc.  I  1710 Apollo Court, Seal Beach, CA 90740  I  562-546-6400  I  www.magtek.com  I  562-546-6500  I  www.magensa.net

Magensa™ is a fraud prevention, detection and advisory service. It maintains a globally accessible registry of authentication information so that consumers, financial institutions, retailers, businesses and 
governments can assess the validity and trustworthiness of the credentials and products they rely upon in the course of online identification, payment, and other important transactions. Additionally, Magensa 
provides token management and cryptographic services, vital to the protection of cardholder data, the payment system, and personal or sensitive information. Magensa is a subsidiary of MagTek, Inc. 

CARD-BASED OFFSETS
Offset is encoded on card in 
encoding device, e.g I380. 

SSL SECURE CONNECTION
Data is protected at teller line, 
New Accounts Desk, and 
external communications via 
encryption & session IDs

 

MAGENSA RETURN 
MagnePrint score, decrypted 
card data and PIN block

I380 Encoder
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NEW ACCOUNTS DESK
rePIN card
 

Encrypted PIN Data

Encrypted Card/PAN Data 

Decrypted PAN

PIN Block/Offset

Transaction MangePrint

MagnePrint Score

Topology Key

MAGENSA 
Magensa decrypts the card and 
PAN data

3.

QUERY CARD/PAN DATA
PAN is pulled into QwickCards 
through a custom Interface 
(optional)

1a.

rePIN SELECTION

MANUAL ENTRY [NO INTERFACE]
PAN is entered into QwickCards

1b.

OFFSET & SCORE
Goes to New Accounts Desk
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8a.
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Encrypted Card/PAN Data

Transaction MagnePrint

All Card/PAN and PIN data is 
instantly encrypted.

Card is swiped in SCRA. Card 
data is sent to Magensa for card 
authentication or registration.

PIN is entered into DynaPro key 
pad twice for con�rmation. 

MAGNEPRINT SCORE
Transaction MagnePrint against 
the Reference MagnePrint 
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HOST-BASED OFFSETS
Offset sent to host through 
custom interface (optional).
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BANK HOST
Custom interfaces can be developed 
with QwickCards.com. 

RISK ASSESSMENT
Validate swiped card. Risk 
management parameters are 
set by the bank. 

6.

DynaPro comes standard as a PIN entry device with a secure card reader authenticator (SCRA), EMV 
contact/contactless, encrypting PIN pad, color display, programmable function buttons, and a USB 2.0 
interface. Optional features include: NFC contactless card reader, signature capture, privacy shield, and 
Ethernet interface.
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Encrypted PIN Data
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HOST
QwickCards.com host 
generates offset


